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1 Introduction

Cellular networks have continued to evolve, with the fifth generation (5G) promising
massive connectivity, high bandwidths, extremely low latencies and high reliability
[1, 2]. This has seen these networks being deployed in numerous Internet of things
(IoT) scenarios such as remote surgery, smart homes and cities, intelligent trans-
portation among others [3]. The 5G networks support multiple mobile heteroge-
neous networks (HetNets) that facilitate seamless connectivity for offering access to
numerous data services. Due to vast number of devices supported and the need for the
maintenance of high quality of service (QoS), mobility management is a challenging
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task [4]. As pointed out in [5], the 5G ultra-dense networks bring forth challenges in
radio resource allocations, handover cell selection, power management and mitiga-
tion of interference [5, 6]. In cell selection, a decision is made regarding the cell to
which the user equipment (UE) should be handed-over to [7]. Due to the many QoS
that need to be fulfilled and the many factors that need to be considered during the
handover process, cell selection degenerates into a non-deterministic hard (NP-hard)
optimization problem [2]. Here, the computational complexity exponentially surges
as the network size increases [8].

The increasing subscriber demands in accessing a myriad of services renders
handover decisions critical. These handovers should take into consideration network
conditions and user preferences [4]. In HetNets, the UE has increased flexibility in
the selection of radio technologies during handovers. This decision can be influenced
by location and availability. As such, the UE needs to possess some intelligence so as
to automatically choose the most optimal radio access technology. In this scenario,
machine learning algorithms (MLs) such as neural networks come handy [9]. This is
because each of the available radio access technologymay have diverse specifications
that offer different levels of QoS based on channel status and subscriber density.
According to [10], the ability of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to produce precise
results for some unseen inputs during the training process renders it applicable in
cell selection.

However, as explained in [11], the design of vertical handovers in HetNets
presents some challengeswith regard to the enhancement ofQoSwhich requires non-
interruption of ongoing communications. Although numerous handover schemes
have been presented in literature, seamless handovers among the HetNets cells
remain a mirage [12]. As such, there are still heavy packet losses and high latencies
during the handover process [13]. The main cause of this is the handover decision
phase, and hence, there is need to address inefficient communication and poor QoS
during handovers [14]. As explained in [15], the conventional handovers prioritize
the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) as the main criteria in the selection of
the target cell. However, reliance on RSSI is detrimental in 5G ultra-dense networks
as it often leads to ping-pong handovers [13]. This requires the incorporation of
machine learning algorithms for intelligent cells selection, reduction of processing
time and computational complexity.

Apart from efficiency of the handover process, security and privacy are other
challenges that require attention. According to [16], security and privacy issues in
5G networks center around UEs, access network and core network. The support of
many use cases, services and devices in 5G networks introduce numerous attack
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vectors that may be employed to compromise other devices [17]. Authors in [18]
identify transparency, privacy, decentralization, interoperability and security as key
issues in 5G networks. Privacy is particularly crucial due to massive exchange of
personal information among5G-enabled IoTdevices. This papermakes the following
contributions:

• An optimized hysteresis region authenticated handover is developed for improved
efficiency in 5G HetNets.

• A robust handover protocol is developed based on dynamic sequence numbers
and timestamps to protect against replay attacks.

• BAN logic security evaluation shows that the proposed protocol establishes a
session key between the UE and source gNB.

• It is shown throughvarious lemmas and their proofs that this protocol offersmutual
authentication, anonymity, untraceability, backward and forward key secrecy. In
addition, it thwarts MitM, replay, privileged insider, spoofing and impersonation
attacks.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work, while
Sect. 3 elaborates the systemmodel. On the other hand, Sect. 4 presents and discusses
the results, while Sect. 5 concludes the paper and gives future work.

2 Related Work

Many schemes have been presented in literature to curb the numerous efficiency,
security and privacy issues in 5G networks. For instance, authors in [11] have intro-
duced an ANN-based handover decision protocol in HetNets while recurrent neural
network (RNN) has been deployed in [19]. Here, RSSI is used to train the model,
and the results show that this scheme has a 98% accuracy in target cell prediction.
Similarly, authors in [20] have deployed ANN for handover decision within the
hysteresis region. The main criteria used here is traffic intensity, and the scheme
reduced number of executed handovers. On the other hand, a signal-to-interference
noise ratio (SINR)-based machine learning handover protocol is introduced in [21]
for target cell selection, yielding a 90% accuracy.

Using RSSI and ANN, a handover decision scheme is presented in [22], while
a Q-learning algorithm has been deployed in [23] for handover decisions. The feed
forward ANN algorithm has been introduced in [24] using UE locations as an input.
A machine learning scheme based on hidden Markov model is developed in [25] for
target cell selection. Similarly, an intelligent ML scheme has been presented in [2]
for best cell selection. The scheme in [2] resulted in improved handover execution
time and reduced complexity. On the other hand, a fuzzy logic (FL)-based protocol is
introduced in [26] for seamless handovers.However, this scheme failed to incorporate
critical network parameters such as SINR and transmission rate.
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Similarly, FL-based scheme is developed in [27] while authors in [28] have
deployed ANN for handover decisions. Although the scheme in [28] enhanced effi-
ciency, this protocol has high complexity.On the other hand, a blockchain (BC)-based
handover protocol is developed in [29] for software defined networking (SDN) envi-
ronment. However, the utilization of BC leads to high storage and computation
complexities [30].

All the above schemes address efficiency and cell selection issues during the
handover process but ignore security and privacy issues. During 5G handovers,
the third generation partnership group (3GPP) has specified authentication and key
agreement (5G-AKA) and extensible authentication protocol–improvedAKA (EAP-
AKA’) in its Release 16(3GPP R16). However, these AKA protocols are still vulner-
able to attacks such as denial of service (DoS), impersonation andman-in-the-middle
(MitM) [31]. To address some of these issues, group-based schemes have been
presented in [32–35]. However, existence of malicious group members that may
compromise the communications, high communication overheads and the group
leader presenting a single point of failure are some of the issues in these protocols
[31]. The bilinear pairing (BP)-based handover authentication technique introduced
in [36] has increased computation and communication costs due to extensive BP
operations [37]. Similarly, the handover authentication scheme in [38] has relatively
high computation and communication overheads.

In summary, efficiency, security and privacy are very elusive issues in 5Gnetworks
as none of the schemes above effectively addresses this trio. Efficient handovers
assures higher data rates and effective utilization of the network resources [39]. In
addition, there is need for an authentication protocol that has very little communica-
tion and computation costs so as to be energy efficient in termsof power consumptions
[40]. This is particularly important for the resource-constrained IoT devices that are
extensively supported by 5G networks.

3 System Model

A review of the current ML-based target cell selection algorithms has shown that
they fail to incorporate sufficient parameters as inputs to the prediction models. The
focus is normally paid to network level parameters such as RSSI, ignoring user level,
device features, service requirements and application level parameters. As such, the
selected target cells quite often fail to offer the required QoS levels and results
in ping-pong handovers. In addition, the conventional ML-based schemes fail to
incorporate authentication phases in their architectures. As such, there is need for an
intelligent handover protocol that not only boosts efficiency but also authenticates
the communicating entities during the handover process. This section presents the
mathematical preliminaries, handover optimization and the authentication process
as discussed below.
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3.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

This sub-section provides some mathematical basis for the deployed artificial neural
network. This is elaborated using mathematical relations (1)–(7) as derived below.

Taking A, B and C as the neurons in the input, hidden and output layers, respec-
tively, the ANN model is built using the log-sigmoid transfer function depicted in
(1):

f (x) = (
1 + e−x

)−1
(1)

To ensure constant regulation of the ANN weight values, the error function (EF)
and error back propagation (BP) are deployed. In essence, the regulation of the ANN
weights via the error feedback ensures that the offset value of EF is closer to the
anticipated value. Mathematically, taking ei as the anticipated values of the FOMs
and Qi as the corresponding output values computed by the ANN, EF is denoted as
in (2):

EF =
∑

i (ei + Qi )
2

2
(2)

In the proposed ANN model, the neurons as the input vector Ĭ = (Ĭ1, Ĭ2, Ĭ3, …
Ĭ n), and the corresponding weight values for Ĭ in the input neuron as z

¯
= (z

¯
1, z
¯
2,

z
¯
3,… z

¯
n). On the other hand, the network weights are set as (z

¯
ij, h
¯
ij), while the neuron

threshold is taken as ẗ. The activation function F of this model is given in (3):

f (x) =
{

1,
�

I ≥ 0

−1,
�

I < 0
(3)

Taking Ĭ j as the jth input layer node, K
¯
j as the jth hidden layer node, and L

¯
j as the

jth output layer node, the neural network output is expressed as in (4):

y = f

(
n∑

i=1

Zi

�

I i − ẗ

)

(4)

On the other hand, the hidden layer and output layer node outputs are given in (5)
and (6), respectively:

K i = f

(∑

j
Z j

�

I j − ẗ
i

)
(5)

In essence, (5) gives the activation function of the ith network, f (ith network).
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Lk = f

(∑

j
hi j

�

I j − ẗk

)
(6)

Similarly, (6) gives the activation function of the kth network, f (kth network).
Using the values computed in (5) and (6), the output layer node error is represented
as in (7):

EF = f
(∑

k(ek − Lk

)

2
(7)

In essence, the objective of the back propagation neural network is to reduce EF
during training and learning.

3.2 Handover Optimization

The execution of the proposed protocol is triggered whenever the UE is detected at
the hysteresis region in which it can handover to any of the possible neighboring
target gNBs (TgNBs). Here, each of these TgNBs constructs back propagation ANN
in which the neuron weight for each layer is influenced by the theoretical values of
the deployed figures of merit (FOMs). These FOMs included blocking probability,
traffic intensity, power density, received carrier power and path loss. The rationale
for the selection of these particular FOMs is explained in [13]. Whenever the UE
enters the hysteresis region where the coverage areas ofN TgNBs overlap, the actual
values of these FOMs are collected and coupled into the trained ANN models. In
these trained ANN models, the predicted value of the cell candidacy value (CCV)
is computed, and the TgNB with the highest value of CCV is selected as the ideal
target cell for the UE.

The tracking area was partitioned into three regions corresponding to logic low,
medium and high as explained in [41]. Afterward, based on both random waypoint
mobility and random direction mobility models [42], the UE moved through the
tracking area as the required FOMs is measured and buffered [43]. Whenever the
UE is within the hysteresis region, the ANN is deployed to optimize the hysteresis
margin, after which the fuzzy logic (FL) helped identify the most ideal TgNB [44].
Detailed description of the operation of ANN and FL during the handover process
can be found in [44]. Figure 1 gives the data flow in the proposed protocol.

As shown in Fig. 1, the AKA process begins by having the UEmeasure and buffer
FOMs, afterwhich the trainedANNmodel is loaded to offer FOMspredictions for the
current as well as all probable TgNBs. Next, using 5G’s maximum radio frequency
coverage distance D of 248 m in accordance with the modified SUI model, the
protocol determines whether the UE is within SgNB or not. If it is within SgNB,
it continues to measure and buffer FOMs, otherwise if buffers the current FOMs in
its handover decision table (HDT). Afterward, the trained ANN model evaluates the
FOMs from SgNB and all possible TgNBs and their candidacy values (CVs) which
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Fig. 1 Data flows in the
proposed protocol

Measure & buffer FOMs 

Load trained ANN

Predict FOMs for  
SgNB & all TgNBs 

Is 248 ≥ D

Buffer FOMs in HDM 

Authenticate UE, 
SgNB & TgNB 

Start

Stop

Yes No

Derive CCV & save in HDT 

Select best TgNB 

Handover to TgNB 

Remain in SgNB 

Yes No

Is BCV > Ґ?

are then saved in HDT. Matching is then executed in HDT to select the cell with
the best CV that is then checked against the handover factor g. Here, if the best
CV is greater than g, the handover entities are authenticated and handover executed;
otherwise, the UE remains in SgNB.

3.2.1 UE-TgNB Initialization Phase

This phase involves the initialization of some cryptographic primitives that are
deployed during the UE and TgNB authentication and key agreement phase. It is
executed through steps 1–4 described below.
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Step 1: TgNB generates secret key and selects one-way hashing functions
= {h0(.), h1(.), h2(.) and h3(.)}. The TgNB buffers before broadcasting .
Step 2: TheUE selects secret key�, randomnumberR1, its pseudo-identity PIDUE

and secret token .
This is followed by the derivation of . It then composesM1

= E�(PIDUE, A) before sending M1to the TgNB.
Step 3: Upon receiving M1, the TgNB decrypts it and verifies whether PIDUE

is in its identity database and if it is not, it chooses random numbers R2, R3 and
R4. Then, it sets Ȳ 1 = R3, = R4 before computing long term secret key

, H1 = (
ZUT ||Ȳ1

) ⊕ A and H2 = h3(h2(ZUT ||A)). The
TgNB appends { , PIDUE, Ȳ 1, R2} into its identity database. Afterward, it
composes M2 = EZUT (�,H1,H2) before sending it to the UE.

Step 4: On receivingM2, the UE chooses randomBoolean numberR5, instantiates
it to zero and buffers this value together with the contents ofM2 in its memory.

3.2.2 SgNB-TgNB Initialization Phase

This phase is similar to the one in Sect. 3.2.1 above and is executed through steps 1
to 3 described below.

Step 1: The SgNB selects pseudo-identity PIDSgNB and computesM3 = EZST (R6,
PIDSgNB) before sending M3 to the TgNB.

Step 2: Upon receivingM3, the TgNB decrypts it and checks whether PIDSgNB is
in its identity database, and if it is not, it chooses random number R7 before setting
Ȳ 2 = R7. It then initializes sequence number generators �S = �T = 0 before
appending {PIDSgNB, �T , Ȳ 2} to its identity database. Afterward, it composesM4 =
EZST (�S , Ȳ 2) before sending it to the SgNB.

Step 3: After receipt of M4, the SgNB decrypts it and buffers its contents in its
memory.

3.3 Authentication and Key Agreement

This phase is triggered whenever the any of the 5G supported devices requests any
services from the core network. For this paper, the requested service is a handover
from the current base station SgNB toward the target base station TgNB. This
handover is described in steps 1–8 explained below. Table 1 presents the deployed
symbols and their brief description.

Step 1: The user inputs PIDUE and after which the UE derives
, ZUT ||Ȳ1 = H1 ⊕ A,H∗

2 = h3(h2(ZUT ||A). Afterward, it
checks whether H∗

2 = H2, and if this is not the case, user login is rejected. However,
if this check is successful, it further checks whether R5 = 0, and if it is, the UE
executes the following updates: Y

∗
1 = h1(Ȳ 1), H∗

1 = (ZUT||Ȳ 1
*) ⊕ A, R5 = 1.
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Table 1 Symbols

Symbol Description

SgNB, TgNB Source gNB and target gNB respectively

TgNB system secret key

PIDUE UE pseudo-identity

UE one-time secret token

� UE secret key

Ri Random numbers

h(.) One-way hashing operation

E�, EZUT Encryption using key � and ZUT respectively

Ȳ 1 Dynamic hash chain value shared between UE and TgNB

Ȳ 2 Dynamic hash chain value shared between SgNB and TgNB

Two one-time identities assigned to UE at the TgNB

ZUT Long-term shared secret key between UE and TgNB

� TgNB assigned UE pseudonym

PIDSgNB SgNB pseudo-identity

�S, �T SgNB and TgNB sequence number generators respectively

T̄ ith timestamp

|| Concatenation operation

⊕ XOR operation

℘ Session key between UE and SgNB

� Threshold sequence number

Step 2: The UE chooses random number R8 that it deploys to compute =
(R8||PIDSgNB) ⊕ h0(�||ZUT||Ȳ 1) and ñ1 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB||�||R8||ZUT||Ȳ 1||T̄ ). It
then composes M5 = {T̄, �, , ñ1} before transmitting it to the TgNB.

Step 3:On receivingM5, the TgNBexecutes freshness checks against the received
T̄ such that ifM5 fails the freshness check, then the authentication session is aborted.
However, if this check is successful, the TgNB looks up its identity database to
establish the that is associated with this �. This process begins by having
the TgNB checking whether the received � matches with either . Here, if
� = the implication is that the UE identity and Ȳ 1 were updated in the previous
authentication session. As such, the TgNB is required to update it too by executing
Y

∗
1 = h1

(
Y 1

)
, followed by the computation of ,

ñ∗
1 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB|| ||R8||ZUT||Ȳ 1

*||T̄ ). It
then checks whether ñ∗

1 = ñ1. If this check is false, the session is aborted; otherwise,
a new pseudonym is chosen followed by the setting of and Y 1 =
Y

∗
1.
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Step 4: On condition that� = , the implication is that� and Ȳ 1 on the user side
and Ȳ 1 in the TgNB were not refreshed in the preceding authentication session, but

in the TgNB is refreshed. As such, the TgNB derives ,

, ñ∗
1 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB|| ||R8||ZUT||Ȳ 1||T̄ ). It

then checks whether ñ∗
1 = ñ1, and if this is false, the session is aborted; otherwise,

the TgNB chooses a new pseudonym before setting . On the other hand,
on condition that � �= and � �= , the TgNB aborts the authentication session.

Step 5: The TgNB stochastically chooses session key ℘ and derives =
(℘||PIDUE)⊕ h0(Ȳ 2|| PIDSgNB||�T ), ñ2 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB||℘||Ȳ 2||�T ). Thereafter,
TgNB refreshes as Y

∗
2 = h1(Ȳ 2||PIDSgNB) and�∗

T =�T + 1. Finally, TgNB constructs
M6 = { , ñ2, �∗

T } and transmits it to the SgNB.
Step 6: Upon receipt of M6, the SgNB confirms whether 1 ≤ �∗

T − �S ≤
� and if this condition is false, the SgNB aborts the session. However, if this
condition is true, the SgNB sets Y

∗
2 = Y 2 and derives

(�∗
T − �S − 1

)
times

(Y
∗
2 = h1

(
Y

∗
2||PIDSgNB

)
. On condition that �∗

T − �S − 1 = 0, then no hashing

operations are executed, and as such, the SgNB derives (℘||PIDUE) = ( ⊕ h0(Y
∗
2

||PIDSgNB||(�T−1)), ñ∗
2 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB||℘||Y lim∗

2
x→∞

||(�T−1)). This is followed

by the confirmation of whether ñ∗
2 = ñ2, and if this condition is false, the session

is aborted; otherwise, the SgNB computes ñ3 = h3(PIDSgNB||PIDUE||℘||Y
∗
2). It then

executes the following updates:Y 2 = h1
(
Y

∗
2||PIDSgNB

)
,�S = �T . Next, the SgNB

constructs M7 = {PIDSgNB, ñ3} and transmits it to the TgNB.
Step 7: Upon receivingM7, the TgNB computes ñ∗

3 = h3(PIDSgNB||PIDUE||℘||Ȳ 2)
and confirms whether the calculated ñ∗

3 matches the received ñ3 inM7. If this condi-
tion is false, the session is terminated; otherwise, the TgNB derives = (℘|| ) ⊕
h0(R8|| ||ZUT||Ȳ 1), ñ4 = h3(PIDSgNB||PIDUE||℘||R8|| ). The TgNB composes M8

= { , ñ4} and transmits it to the UE.
Step 8: After receivingM8, the UE computes (℘|| )= ⊕ h0(R8||�||ZUT||Ȳ 1),

ñ∗
4 = h3(PIDSgNB||PIDUE||℘||R8|| ). It then confirmswhether the derived ñ∗

4 matches
ñ4 in the receivedM8, and if this is false, the UE cannot authenticate the TgNB and
the authentication session is aborted. However, if there is a match, the UE executes
the following updates: � = and R5 = 0.

4 Results and Discussion

This part presents the security evaluation as well as the performance evaluation of
the proposed protocol. The simulation parameters and environment are similar to
those in [13].
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4.1 Security Evaluation

The Burrows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic is deployed to formally analyze the
security features of the proposed algorithm. In addition, informal security analysis
is executed to show that this protocol thwarts most of the 5G handover attacks.

4.1.1 Formal Security Analysis

To show the security and privacy features of the proposed protocol during the mutual
authentication and key agreement phase, Burrows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic is
deployed. In addition, informal security analysis is executed to show that the proposed
protocol is resilient against some of the predominant attack models in 5G HetNets.
In essence, BAN logic proofs the establishment of session key between the UE and
SgNB upon successful execution of the proposed protocol. Table 2 presents the BAN
logic notations in which S and T are the principles in the AKA process while F and
G are the statements.

The BAN logic rules in Table 3 are also utilized during the formal analysis of the
proposed protocol.

During the BAN logic-based proofs, the security goals in Table 4 are formulated.
The messages exchanged M5, M6, M7 and M8 among the UE, SgNB and TgNB

during the authentication process are then idealized as shown in Table 5.
Afterward, the initial state assumptions (IAs) in Table 6 are made during the

mutual authentication and authentication procedures.
Afterward, the following BAN logic steps (BLSs) are deployed to proof the

attainment of the goals formulated in Table 4.
Based on M5, it is straightforward to have BLS1:

Table 2 BAN logic notations

Symbol Description

H Secret key known only to S and T

S| ≡ F S believes statement F

S| ~F S once said F

s � F S sees F

#(F) Statement F is fresh

<F> G F is combined with G

(F)H F is hashed using secret key H

S
H↔ T S and T deploy share secret key H for their communication

S
H
�T Secret key H is only known to S and T

(F, G) Either F or G is part of statement (F,G)

S|⇒F S has jurisdiction over F
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Table 3 BAN logic rules

Rule Description
S|≡#(F)

S|≡#(F,G)
Freshness rule (FR)

S|≡S
H↔ T,S�{F}H

S|≡T |∼F Message-meaning rule (MMR)

S|≡#(F),S|≡T |∼F
S|≡T |≡F Nonce verification rule (NVR)

S|≡T⇒F,S|≡T |≡F
S|≡F Jurisdiction rule (JR)

S| ≡ F,
S|≡G

S|≡(F,G)
,
S|≡(T |≡(F,G))
S|≡(T |≡(F))

,

S|≡(T |∼(F,G))
S|≡(T |∼(F))

Believe rule (BR)

S�(F,G)
S�F , S�(F)H )

S�F , S�(F)H ),S|≡S
H↔ T

S�F Seeing rule (SR)

Table 4 Security goals S. No. Goal

SG-1 UE|≡ (UE
℘↔SgNB)

SG-2 UE|≡ SgNB|≡
(
UE

℘↔SgNB
)

SG-3 SgNB|≡
(
UE

℘↔SgNB
)

SG-4 SgNB|≡ UE|≡
(
UE

℘↔SgNB
)

Table 5 Idealized messages M5 UE → TgNB: {T̄, �, , ñ1}
(
UE

R8↔TgNB, PIDSgNB

)

UE
ZUT ||ϒ1↔ TgNB

M6 TgNB → SgNB: { , ñ2, �∗
T }

(
TgNB

℘↔ SgNB, PIDUE

)

TgNB
ϒ2↔ SgNB

< PIDUE, PIDSgNB, TgNB
℘↔SgNB, �T >

TgNB
ϒ2↔ SgNB

M7 SgNB → TgNB: {PIDSgNB, ñ3}

< PIDSgNB, PIDUE, SgNB
℘↔TgNB >

SgNB
ϒ2↔ TgNB

M8 TgNB → UE:{ , ñ4}
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Table 6 Initial state
assumptions

IA1s TgNB|≡ #(T̄)

IA2 TgNB|≡ #(R8)

IA3 SgNB|≡ #(℘)

IA4 UE|≡ #(℘)

IA5 UE|≡ UE
ZUT||ϒ1↔ TgNB

IA6 TgNB|≡ UE
ZUT||ϒ1↔ TgNB

IA7 SgNB|≡ SgNB
ϒ2↔TgNB

IA8 TgNB|≡ SgNB
ϒ2↔TgNB

IA9 UE|≡ TgNB|⇒ UE
℘↔SgNB

IA10 SgNB|≡ TgNB|⇒ UE
℘↔SgNB

BLS1: TgNB �
(
UE

R8↔TgNB, PIDSgNB

)

UE
ZUT ||Y1↔ TgNB

.

According to IA6 MMR is applied on BLS1 to yield BLS2:

BLS2: TgNB|≡ UE| ∼ (UE
R8↔TgNB,PIDSgNB).

Based on IA6 and FR, BLS3:
BLS3: TgNB|≡# .
Applying the NVR on both BLS2 and BLS3 yields BLS4:

BLS4: TgNB|≡ .
Based on M6, it is straight forward to obtain BLS5:

BLS5: SgNB �
(
TgNB

℘↔SgNB, PIDUE

)

TgNB
ϒ2↔ SgNB

.

Using IA7, MMR is applied on BLS5 to get BLS6:

BLS6: SgNB|≡ TgNB| ∼ (TgNB
℘↔SgNB,PIDUE).

Based on IA3 and FR, BLS7 is obtained:
BLS7: SgNB|≡#( PIDUE, PIDSgNB, TgNB

℘↔SgNB, �T).
On the other hand, the application of NVR on both BLS6 and BLS7 yields BLS8:

BLS8: SgNB|≡ TgNB| ≡ ( PIDUE, PIDSgNB, TgNB
℘↔SgNB,�T).

Based on M7, BLS9 is obtained:
BLS9: TgNB � < PIDSgNB,PIDUE, ℘ >

SgNB
ϒ2↔TgNB

.

According to IA3, MMR is applied in BLS9 to yield BLS10:

BLS10: TgNB|≡ SgNB| ∼ ( PIDSgNB, PIDUE, SgNB
℘↔TgNB).

The application of NVR on BLS10 results in BLS11:

BLS11: TgNB|≡ (SgNB| ≡ ( PIDSgNB, PIDUE, SgNB
℘↔TgNB).

According to M8, BLS12 can be inferred:

BLS12: UE � .

Using IA5, MMR is applied on BLS12 to obtain BLS13:
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BLS13: UE|≡ .
Applying FR on IA4 results in BLS14:
BLS14: UE|≡ .
Based on BLS13 and BLS14, the NVR is applied to yield BLS15:
BLS15: UE|≡ .
On the other hand, using BR on BLS6 and BLS7 results in BLS16:

BLS16: SgNB| ≡ (TgNB
℘↔SgNB).

The application of BR on BLS8 yields BLS17:

BLS17: SgNB|≡ (TgNB| ≡ ( TgNB
℘↔SgNB)).

However, the usage of BR on BLS11 results in BLS18:

BLS18: TgNB|≡ (SgNB| ≡ ( SgNB
℘↔TgNB).

On the other hand, applying BR on both BLS13 and BLS14 yields BLS19:

BLS19: UE | ≡ (TgNB
℘↔UE).

Similarly, BR is applied on BLS15 to yield BLS20:

BLS20: UE|≡ (TgNB| ≡ (TgNB
℘↔UE).

Based on IA10 and BLS16, BLS21 is obtained:
BLS21: SgNB| ≡ (UE

℘↔SgNB), achieving SG-3.
However, based on IA10 and BLS17, BLS22 is obtained:

BLS22: SgNB|≡ (UE|≡
(
UE

℘↔SgNB
)
), attaining SG-4.

Similarly, from IA9, BLS18 and BLS19, BLS23 is attained:

BLS23: UE|≡ ( SgNB
℘↔UE)), hence SG-1 is realized.

Based on IA9, BLS18 and BLS20, BLS24 is obtained:

BLS24: UE|≡ (SgNB|≡
(
SgNB

℘↔UE
)
, attaining SG-2.

The realization of the four security goals proofs that both UE and SgNB share a
session key ℘.

4.1.2 Informal Security Analysis

The lemmas below and their proofs are deployed to demonstrate the robustness of
the proposed protocol.

Lemma 1 The proposed protocol is robust against MitM attacks.

Proof To prevent an adversary ¥ from intercepting the exchanged messages during
the mutual authentication and key agreement, the proposed protocol deploysZUT, Ȳ 1

and Ȳ 2. As such, it is difficult for ¥ to forgemessagesM5,M6,M7 andM8 exchanged
during the AKA phase, devoid of these secret parameters.

Lemma 2 The proposed protocol offers mutual authentication.

Proof During the UE and TgNB communication, the UE is authenticated by the
TgNB through the computation of ñ∗

1 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB||�||R8||ZUT||Ȳ 1||T̄ ) which
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is then checked against the received ñ1 inM5. On the other hand, theUE authenticates
TgNB by computing ñ∗

4 = h3(PIDSgNB||PIDUE||℘||R8|| ) that is then checked against
the received ñ4 in the receivedM8. Since ¥ requires secrets ZUT and Ȳ 1 to forge any
of the exchanged messages either for the UE or TgNB. On the other hand, during
message exchanges between TgNB and SgNB, the TgNB is authenticated by SgNB
by computing ñ∗

2 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB||℘||Y
∗
2||(�T − 1)) and confirming whether it

matches ñ2 received inmessageM6. Similarly, TgNB authenticates SgNB through ñ∗
3= h3(PIDSgNB||PIDUE||℘||Ȳ 2) which is checked against ñ3 received in M7. As such,

it is difficult for ¥ to forge messages exchanged between SgNB and TgNB without
a valid Ȳ 2.

Lemma 3 Replay attacks are effectively thwarted in the proposed protocol.

Proof To curb this attack, the initial communication between the UE and TgNB
involves timestamp T̄ for message freshness checks. However, sequence numbers
are deployed for SgNB and TgNB communication to prevent packet replay attacks.
As such, upon the execution of the proposed AKA protocol, all the three entities are
assured that this session is current.

Lemma 4 The proposed protocol is resilient against privileged insider attacks.

Proof During the initialization phase, the UE transmits PIDUE and A =
h0(PIDUE|| ||R1) to the TgNB instead of its one-time secret token that will
otherwise help ¥ to identify this particular UE. Since A deploys a one-way hash
function and random number R1 that is unknown to ¥ , the privileged insider ¥ cannot
derive it and hence this attack fails.

Lemma 5 Anonymity and untraceability are assured in the proposed protocol.

Proof The proposed protocol deploys stochastic pseudonym � for the UE instead
of its real identity. This parameter is randomly chosen and refreshed upon successful
authentication as in Step 8. As such, it is not possible for ¥ to decipher the real
identity of the users. Similarly, it is cumbersome for the attacker ¥ to trace users
using � due to its dynamic nature.

Lemma 6 The proposed protocol is resilient against spoofing attacks.

Proof Suppose that attacker ¥ attempts tomasquerade as legitimate UE or SgNB. To
accomplish this, ¥ must derive ñ1 = h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB||�||R8||ZUT||Ȳ 1||T̄ ) and ñ3 =
h3(PIDSgNB||PIDUE||℘||Y

∗
2). Parameter ñ1 incorporates dynamic security parameter

�, randomnumberR8 and long-termshared secret keybetweenUEandTgNB,ZUT. In
addition, timestamp T̄ and dynamic hash chain value shared between UE and TgNB,
Ȳ 1 is involved. Similarly, ñ3 involves dynamic hash chain value shared between
SgNB and TgNB, Y

∗
2 and session key ℘. Consequently, the correct computation of

both ñ1 and ñ3 by adversary ¥ is infeasible and hence cannot spoof the UE or SgNB.

Lemma 7 Backward and forward key secrecy is assured in the proposed protocol.
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Table 7 Security features comparisons

Attack model [38] [36] [3GPP R16] [34] Proposed

Eavesdropping
√ √

x
√ √

Mutual authentication
√ √ √ √ √

Forward key secrecy – – x –
√

Key agreement
√ √ √ √ √

MitM
√ √

x
√ √

Spoofing – – x –
√

Legend – Not considered,
√

effective, x ineffective

Proof Suppose that adversary ¥ has captured ZUT, Ȳ 1 and Ȳ 2 belonging to the UE,
SgNB and TgNB. The objective is then to derive session key℘ deployed betweenUE
and SgNB. However, this computation will fail since Ȳ 1 and Ȳ 2 are refreshed after
every successful AKA procedures as in step 5 to step 8. In addition, previous values
for Ȳ 1 and Ȳ 2 cannot be derived from Y

∗
1 and Y

∗
2 owing to the deployed one-way

hashing function.

Lemma 8 The proposed protocol is robust against impersonation attacks.

Proof Suppose that ¥ wants to masquerade as the UE by attempting to forge
a legitimate authentication message M5 = {T̄, �, , ñ1} sent from the UE
toward the TgNB. However, since = (R8||PIDSgNB) ⊕ h0(�||ZUT||Ȳ 1) and ñ1 =
h3(PIDUE||PIDSgNB||�||R8||ZUT||Ȳ 1||T̄ ) this forgery requires knowledge of Ȳ 1. Since
this dynamic hash chain value shared between UE and TgNB, Ȳ 1 is unavailable to ¥ ,
this attack flops. Table 7 presents the security comparison of the proposed protocol
against other related schemes.

As shown in Table 7, the proposed protocol has more security features among all
its peers.

4.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, the handover success rate, execution time and bandwidth requirements
are presented.

Handover success rate: To evaluate the target cell performance of the proposed
protocol, the number of successful handovers was investigated against the total
number of executed handovers as shown in Fig. 2. This number of successful
handovers was then compared with that of the conventional 3GPP R16. It is clear
from Fig. 2 that the proposed protocol has higher handover success rate that 3GPP
R16. This is attributed to the deployed ANN-FL model that facilitated faster and
optimum selection of the target cell during the handover process.
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Fig. 2 Handover success rate

Execution time: During the AKA phase, the UE executes 8 one-way hashing
operations while the TgNB executes 10 hashing operations. On the other hand, the
SgNBcarries out 4 hashing operations. Consequently, a total of 22 hashing operations
are executed in the proposed protocol.

On the other hand, the protocols in [34, 36, 38] and 3GPP R16 have execution
durations of 73.6652 ms, 67.1758 ms, 0.0134 ms and 0.0078 ms, respectively, as
shown in Table 8.

Bandwidth requirements: In the proposed protocol, messagesM5 = {T̄, �, ,
ñ1}, M6 = { , ñ2, �∗

T }, M7 = {PIDSgNB, ñ3} and M8 = { , ñ4} are exchanged
duringAKAprocedures. Using the values in [34], identity, pseudo-identity, advanced
encryption standard (AES) key, hash, random number and timestamps are 128 bits,
256 bits, 128 bits, 64 bits, 128 bits and 17 bits, respectively. As such, the total
bandwidth requirement is 1041 bits as derived below:

M5 = {T̄, �, , ñ1}: (T̄ = 17, � = 256, = ñ1 = 64) = 401 bits.
M6 = { , ñ2, �∗

T }: ( = ñ2 = �∗
T = 64) = 192 bits.

M7 = {PIDSgNB, ñ3}: (PIDSgNB = 256, ñ3 = 64) = 320 bits.
M8 = { , ñ4}: ( = ñ4 = 64) = 128.

Table 8 Computation costs
comparisons

Scheme Execution time (ms)

[36] 73.6652

[38] 67.1758

[34] 0.0134

[3GPP R16] 0.0078

Proposed 0.0286
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Fig. 3 Bandwidth comparisons

On the other hand, the schemes in [34, 36, 38] and 3GPP R16 have bandwidth
requirements of 2432 bits, 1408 bits, 1442 bits and 896 bits, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, the protocol in [36] had the highest bandwidth requirements
while the scheme 3GPP R16 has the lowest bandwidth requirements. However, this
AKA protocol has several security issues such as susceptibility to impersonation and
DoS attacks.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The current intelligent cell selection protocols have been observed to incorporate
insufficient parameters as inputs to the trained model. This has been noted to result
in ping-pong handovers as well as diminished quality of service in the target cells.
Worse still, these intelligent cell selection protocols rarely take into consideration the
security and privacy of the handover process. Consequently, other schemes presented
in literature have attempted to address these issues, exampled by 3GPP’s AKA proto-
cols. However, these protocols face many security and privacy shortfalls such as
susceptibility to DoS, impersonation and MitM attacks. A number of protocols have
therefore been presented to address 5G AKA protocol challenges. Unfortunately,
these schemes fail to comprehensively address these issues, and in some cases, they
result in extensive computation and communication costs. The proposed protocol has
been shown to have reduced handover latencies, average execution time and commu-
nication overheads. Moreover, it provides increased security and privacy compared
with other related protocols. Future work lies in the assessment of the proposed
protocol using figures of merit that were not covered in this work.
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